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English Summary

In the Holy Quran, there are many phonological processes. One of these phonological processes is closed syllable shortening in which long vowels are shortened. This process occurs as a result of some morphological features which are included in the inflectional categories governing verbal forms in the Holy Quran. It is accomplished either in imperfective or perfective forms pertinent to verbs. Furthermore, this process is only concerned with hollow verbs which are intermediated by long vowels. Hollow verbs are shortened according to tense, voice, mood, and aspect. In the imperfective form, hollow verbs are shortened when they are preceded by the negative particle “lam”; furthermore, they are attributed to the first person singular/plural, second person masculine singular, and third person feminine.
singular/plural. As for the perfective form, hollow verbs are shortened when they are attributed to the first person singular/plural, second person masculine/feminine singular/plural, and third person feminine plural. Accordingly, there is an interaction between the morphological and phonological systems in the Holy Quran.
1. Abstract

This research aims to conduct a morphophonemic analysis of closed syllable shortening (CSS) which is a phonological process associated with hollow verbal structures within the Holy Quran (HQ) (Watson, 2002). This analysis is based on the notion that there is a stable relationship between morphology and phonology in the HQ’s language which has some linguistic restrictions. In terms of phonology, CSS is pertinent to long vowels shortened in certain positions. Furthermore, morphology sheds light on verbal inflectional categories included in mood, tense, aspect, and voice. The study analyzes the data collected from Mushaf Al-Madinah through the observation of CVːC to CVC. Qualitative methods are utilized to analyze data. The study concludes that the CSS included, in the HQ, is stimulated via inflectional categories represented in tense, aspect, voice, and mood either in the imperfective or perfective form.
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2. Introduction

In the Holy Quran (HQ), parts of speech (POS) are sentential elements working together to compose a meaningful sentence (Fine, 1998). A word is categorized into a noun, a verb, or a particle (Ryding, 2005). Accordingly, POS are classified into a noun, a verb, or a particle. The HQ is remarked for some linguistic combinations namely noun with pronoun, verb with pronoun, and preposition with particle; such combinations enrich the HQ’s orthographic system (Albuhayri, 2013). Clitics (enclitics and proclitics) are
morphemes having the ability to convey grammatical information (Albuhayri, 2013).

Furthermore, clitics can constitute a finite set; nonetheless, some combinations occur between proclitics or enclitics with the aim of giving an additional list of combinatorial clitics. Accordingly, there is a relationship between the phonological and morphological systems especially in shortening long vowels which is restricted to verb (Watson, 2002). She points out that CSS is a phonological process which is pertinent to verbal inflectional category. The inflectional categories of verb are included in tense, mood, voice, and aspect.

3. Statement of the Problem

This study is an analysis of how long vowels are shortened through a morphological interface. For example, CVːC syllable structure is shortened to CVC within the perfective and imperfective forms. Inflectionally, verbal nuclei show high degree of shortening especially with certain pronouns expressing the perfective form; nonetheless, in its imperfective form, verbal codas are assigned to shortening in case of being preceded by certain negative particles. Furthermore, the imperative mood of hollow verbs configures CSS of CVːC to CVC.

4. Limitations of the Study

The current study is limited to a morphophonemic analysis of CSS pertaining to the HQ. Although vowels are categorized into monothongs and diphthongs, the current
study sheds light upon shortening long monothongs. Accordingly, the current research is pertinent to the specification of the CV:C to CVC syllabic typology. In terms of morphology, the current research is associated with verbal inflectional categories (Alfozan, 1989) represented in mood, tense, aspect, and voice.

5. Research Objectives and Questions

The study aims to demonstrate the following points:
1. To show the influence of the negative particle /lɑm/ before hollow verbs.
2. To detect the role of pronominal clitics in the perfective form.

The study tries to answer the following questions:
1. What is the role of the negative particle of shortening verbs?
2. How are verbs shortened in the perfective form?

6. Previous Studies Associated with the Current research

The process of CSS is highlighted by many authors. Myers (1987) investigates closed syllable shortening in English. Closed syllable shortening is a phonological process in which long vowels are shortened (Myers, 1987). The study adopts the framework of the distinctive feature theory of segments through The Sound Patterns of English (Chomsky, 1968). The study sheds light on syllable shortening in both derivational and inflectional morphology. In other words, the study follows the derivation processes from verb to noun. However, inflectional morphology is
pertinent to the ablaut in which present-tensed irregular verbs are shortened in their past tense. The study concludes that the CSS process is not a linguistically-specified rule. Furthermore, it is more associated with a stress-sensitive process of re-syllabification.

Buckley (1991) investigates a phonological analysis on the CSS process in Kashaya which is a language spoken in northern California. The maximal surface syllable in Kashaya has two moras, adopting the shape CVː or CVC (McCarthy, 1979). Kashaya morphological concatenation entails a word-internal CVːC syllable which leads to CSS. The study sheds light on the interaction of Closed-Syllable Shortening and Accent Placement in Kashaya. The study concludes that the syllabification system and Weight by Position are separate rules which can act independently. Furthermore, there are no constraints in blocking rules of syllabification system; however, in certain cases it can be violated (Paradis. 1988).

7. The HQ’s Phonological System

The HQ’s phonemic system is categorized into vowels and consonants. According to Hassig (2011), the HQ includes six vowels: /i/, /ɑ/, /ʊ/, /iː/, /ɑː/, and /ʊː/ shown in the following figure.
Regarding the previous figure, there are six vowels, three of which are long whereas the other three vowels are short. The three short vowels are /i/, /a/, and /o/; however, /iː/, /aː/, and /oː/ are long. Moreover, he states that the HQ is also featured by the presence of the diphthongs /ao/ and /ai/.

In terms of consonants, Hassig (2011) points out that consonants are described according to the manner of articulation, the place of articulation, and voicing as in the following table.

### Table 1 The HQ's Consonantal Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>d̠</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>s̠</td>
<td>f̠</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximants</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the previous table, there are stops, fricatives, nasal, and glides. Stops are /b/, /d/, /t/, /d̠/, /t̠/, /d̠̠/, /k̠/, /q̠/, and /ʔ̠/ while fricatives include /f̠/, /z̠/, /s̠/, /θ̠/, /ð̠/, /ð̠̠/, /s̠̠/, /ʃ̠/, /ɣ̠/, /x̠/, /ʕ̠/, /h̠/, and /h̠/. In addition, nasals are /n/ and /m/. Laterals and approximants are known as glides; glides cover /l̠/, /w̠/, /r̠/, and /j̠/. In terms of articulation place, there are labials, alveolars, dentals, emphatics, palatals, velars, uvulars, pharyngeals, and glottals. Labials are /b/, /f̠/, /m/, and /w/. Alveolars are /d̠/, /t̠/, /z̠/, /s̠/, /n/, /l/, and /r̠/.
Dentals are /ð/ and /θ/. Emphatics are /dˀ/, /tˀ/, /ðˀ/, and /sˀ/. Palatals are /ʤ/ and /ʃ/, Velars are /g/ and /k/. Uvulars are /q/, /ɣ/, and /x/. Pharyngeals are /ʕ/ and /h/. Glottals are /ʔ/ and /h/. In terms of voicing, voiced consonants are /b/, /d/, /dˀ/, /ʤ/, /z/, /ð/, /ðˀ/, /ɣ/, /ʕ/, /n/, /m/, /l/, /w/, /r/, and /j/, whereas voiceless consonants are /t/, /tˀ/, /k/, /q/, /ʔ/, /f/, /s/, /θ/, /sˀ/, /ʃ/, /x/, /h/, and /h/.

8. The HQ’s Syllabic Structures

According to Gadoua (2000), the HQ syllabic typologies are restricted to five syllables as shown hereby:

- CV  bi  "by"
- CVC  min  "from"
- CVː  lee  "to me"
- CVːC  bāb  "door"
- CVCC  kalb  "dog"

In accordance with Gadoua (2000), it is explicit that the HQ prevent branching onsets. However, two final [-CC] consonants, on the other hand, are allowed in CVCC. In other words, complex codas are allowed in the HQ.

9. The HQ’s Morphological System

The HQ’s morphological system is associated with POS which is pertinent to noun, verb, and particle. In accordance with verb, the inflectional categories are detected below:

- **Tense**

In Arabic, verb has tri-distinctive forms with regard to past, present, and imperative. According to Haywood and Nahmad, (1965), perfective and imperfective tenses are the two main tenses in Arabic. However, Wright (1967) discusses...
the two basic Arabic tenses in addition to their occurrence in some diverse forms. Nonetheless, the future tense is structured through adding the enclitic sa- /sa-/ or sawfa /sawfa/ which follows the syllabic structures of CV/CV. Benmamoun (2000) points out that the HQ is characterized by the compound perfective tense which indicates a progressive action.

- **Mood Marking**

According to Mahfoudhi (2002), verbs coincide with nouns in the HQ. Whereas nouns are monitored for case, verbs are morphologically marked for mood. Clearly, verbs display agreement with their subjects; in addition, they demonstrate morphological distinctions of Arabic tense. Morphologically, traditional Arab grammarians assume that verbs are to be inflected by certain morphological markers such as nouns with the aim of denoting certain grammatical conditions. The exploration of these markers is completely governed by verb tense.

Marantz (1995) draws a lot of distinctions between the uninflected and the inflected forms. The past tense of verbs is uninflected; it is restricted to one form which shows mood distinction. However, the imperfective verbal forms are inflected; they are inflected in accordance with diverse morphological endings to monitor mood (Bohas, 1990; Plunkett, 1993). In terms of Holes (1995), there are four different moods. Furthermore, the use of certain mood is specified by its verbal structure. There are four verbal moods: indicative, subjunctive, jussive, and imperative.

In accordance with indicative mood, it indicates report and expresses factual statements especially in declarative affirmative sentences (Ryding, 2005). Furthermore, the
subjunctive mood expresses an action of desire, wish, doubt, or necessity (Ryding, 2005). It is monitored through the use of the diacritics /-ɑ/. According to Saidat (2006), verbs, followed by the complementizer /ʔɑn/ or the particle /fiataː/, are assigned to such a linguistic mood.

However, the jussive mood is concerned with negation especially the negative particle "lam" (Fassi Fehri, 1993). The jussive mood diacritics are expressed through sokoon which means that there are no vowels at the end; in other words, it ends with a consonantal phoneme (Ryding, 2005). Accordingly, it is featured by the non-existence of proclitics. That is, no proclitic is to be added to the verb after the final consonant. More clearly, the jussive mood lacks both short vowels /-ʊ/ and /-ɑ/.

In terms of the indicative mood, it is realized through final /-nɑ/or /ni/ since the subject is a pronominal clitic; however, both the subjective and jussive moods are identified through the absence of /-nɑ/ or /-ni/. To clarify, the presence of "lam" /lɑm/, before the 3rd person plural masculine, indicates the long /ɑː:/.

As for the imperative mood, it occurs when the verb expresses command. Further, imperative mood is only restricted to the 2nd person either singular or plural.

- **Voice**

Voice in the HQ is divided into active and passive (Ryding, 2005). In the HQ, the passive voice is a fundamental morphological process. Further, both the past and present verbal forms, in Arabic, are transformed into passive through turning the form of vowels (Fassi Fehri, 1993). The vowel following the initial consonant is transformed into the short /-ɑ/ in accordance with both forms. The one, preceding the final consonant, is turned into the short /-i/ with reference to
the perfective form and the short /-a/ in the imperfective form.

10. Methodologies

The current research analyzes CSS phonological processes within the HQ. Since CVːC syllable structures are found in verbal context, the researcher collects verbs from the HQ containing CVːC. The researcher chooses Mushaf Al-Madinah as the content of collecting data. Furthermore, there is an identification of Vː as the nucleus located between margins. The researcher makes a list of ten verses within Mushaf Al-Madinah. There is an employment of observation method. The researcher observes verbs that have CVːC in their imperfective form; in addition, these imperfective verbs of CVːC transform into CVC in the perfective form. Also, CVːC transformation into CVC in the imperfective form is existent according to certain rules.

11. Data Analysis

According to Liberman (1977) and Kiparsky (1968), the CSS is a phonological process in which long vowels are shortened; that is to say, /iː/, /ɑː/, and /ʊː/ are shortened to /i/, /ɑ/, and /ʊ/. This phonological process is associated with verbs which contain long vowels as an intermediate structure. The following figure clarify the CSS process:
It is clear that the long peaks of the hollow verbs /jəkʊːn/, /jəkɑːd/, and /jəqʊːl/ are shortened. In other words, /jəkʊːn/ is shortened to /kʊn/, /jəkɑːd/ is shortened /kid/, and /jəqʊːl/ is shortened /qʊl/ . Furthermore, it is monitored that the CSS process occurs owing to verbal inflectional categories: enclitics, the negative particle "lam", and the imperative mood.
• **Enclitics**

According to Marantz (1995), enclitics are bound morphemes which have morphological and syntactic functions. It is noted that the enclitics /-tɑ/, /-tom/, /-nɑː/, and /-na/. The enclitic /-tɑ/ identifies the 2nd person masculine singular. The enclitic /-tom/ identifies the 2nd person masculine plural. However, the enclitic /-nɑː/ refers to the 1st person plural. The enclitic /-na/ identifies the 3rd person feminine plural. The process of CS is phonologically in the following figure:

![Figure 2 CSS Activation in the Perfective Form](image)

It is explicit that the presence of the enclitic /-tɑ/ contributes to facilitating the CSS process in the perfective form. Thereupon, the phonological form of qultum /qʊltʊm/, qulna/qʊlnɑː/, qulnä /qʊlnɑː/, kuntum /kʊntʊm/, and kidta /kɪtɑ/ is accomplished owing to the enclitics.

• **The negative particle "lam"**

According to Ben Benmamoun (2000), the negative particle “lam” is adjacent to the imperfective form “the present tense”. Furthermore, it pre-modifies verbs. The CSS process is attained in the imperfective verb when verb is
preceded by the negative particle. In addition, the proclitics identify the 1\textsuperscript{st} person singular/plural, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person masculine singular, and the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person feminine plural. It is represented hereby:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\alpha & C & V & C \\
? & a & q & o & l \\
\end{array}
\]

\textbf{Figure 3} CSS Activation through the Negative Particle "lam"

It is noted that there are two syllables when hollow verbs are preceded by the negative particle "lam".

- **The Imperative Mood**

According to Mahfoudhi (2002), there are three forms of imperative mood in the HQ. The CSS process is associated with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person singular masculine. Thereby, hollow verbs are shortened when they identify the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person singular masculine. The process of CSS is shown below:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\alpha & C & V & C \\
q & o & l \\
\end{array}
\]

\textbf{Figure 4} CSS Activation through the Imperative Mood
To conclude, it is clear that the hollow verbs /jakoːn/, /jakaːd/, and /jaqʊːl/ follow the syllable structure of CV/CVːC; in the sense that, the second syllable has a long peak which is introduced in both /ɑː/ and /ʊː/. More clearly, it is noticeable that CSS occurs in accordance with certain morphological factors. In (1), the hollow verb /jaqʊːl/ still retains the long peak; however, in (2), (7), (8), (9), and (10), the long peak is turned into the long peak. In terms of (2), the CSS process is attained through the imperative mood of the verb on being inflected for the 2nd person singular masculine.

Nonetheless, in (7) the CSS process is obtained through the perfect mood (past tense) on being inflected for the 2nd person singular masculine. In terms of (8), the perfective form specifies the CSS process when the verb is inflected for the 3rd person plural feminine. However, in (9), the phonological process of CSS is accomplished through the perfective form which is inflected for the 1st person plural. In terms of (10), the presence of the negative particle leads to shortening the long peak on condition that the verb is inflected for the 1st person singular which is indicated by the proclitic /ʔɑ/. Accordingly, hollow verbs, conjugated in the perfective form, are to be shortened on being inflected for certain pronouns representing the nominative case as shown hereby:

- 1st person singular/plural /tu/ and /nɑ/
- 2nd person singular plural /ti/, /tɑ/, /tom/ and /-tɔnɑ/
- 3rd person plural feminine /nɑ/
12. Conclusion

The study concludes that the hollow verbs are shortened both in the imperfective and perfective verbal forms. As for the perfective form, hollow verbs are shortened when they are inflected for the first person either singular or plural, second person either singular or plural, and the third person plural feminine. As for the imperfective form, hollow verbs are shortened when they are preceded by the negative particle /lām/. In addition, verb is to be inflected for the 1st person singular/plural, 2nd person singular masculine, and the 3rd person plural feminine.
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